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Chapter One

[Eight] the Deus

When Cate woke up that morning, the first thing she did was
panic. Even before she opened her eyes, dread gathered inside her
from guts to fingertips, tense and humming.
She had fallen asleep.
She couldn’t afford to sleep yet, didn’t have the time in her
schedule, but she had done it all the same, and — judging by how
sluggish and satisfied she felt — she’d done it for at least a good
four or five hours. Groaning and not yet willing to open her eyes,
she manoeuvred her still sticky mind to memories of the night
before, hunting for her last reliable waking thoughts, trying to
remember how she could’ve let this happen. The first few flashes
that surged up in her path involved
falling for hours through a bright blue sky,
suddenly scrambling out of freezing water,
and stumbling, shivering, barefoot and half-blind,
gasping and surrounded by gasping strangers.
Not helpful, she thought, trying to shake off the shockingly
vivid fragments of what she naturally assumed were dreams. Come
on, how far did I get?
She then managed to dig up some images of a more reasonable
nature, all of them soaked through with exhaustion and broken up
by heavy blinks:
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The clock reading 05:05am.
The stacks of secondary sources.
The laptop on stand-by.
The text on the page shifting violently in and out
of focus.
It was an academic article on a handful of Shakespeare’s
plays, about roles he may have written specifically so he could
perform them himself…
It was the last page, wasn’t it?
Yes, she could remember finishing that one.
Then — in the space of another long, slow breath — other
sensations rushed back to her like vengeful ghosts:
The hot, thick knot in her stomach.
The cold, weak trembling of her hands.
The helium in her head.
The brushfire on her eyes,
and the rusty knives between her shoulders.
She had been whipping her brain onward with stress and old
coffee, dragging her body along for the ride, and they had both
finally failed her, faltering and collapsing like spent horses. She
had reclined on the couch for the sake of her back, closed her eyes
to put out the fires, and sighed deeply in an attempt to loosen the
knot. It was only supposed to be for a minute, but apparently that
was all it took. Four or five hours, gone. At least.
Damnit, she thought.
She’d have to make up for it somehow, make the most of this
costly, newfound energy. Work harder, faster.
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Her eyes still closed, she stretched to the point of creaking and
popping, yawning wide and tight in preparation for getting back to
work, which is when several bewildering things darted into her
mind, appearing instantly and all at once, bounding over one
another to compete for her attention, pulling her bolt upright and
painfully prying her stubborn, gummy eyelids apart:
1. This isn’t my bed!
2. These aren’t my clothes!
3. This isn’t my apartment!
Shaken completely awake in a flash, Cate scrambled out from
underneath coverings that felt like thick fur coats and leapt out of
the strange cot in which she’d been sleeping, blinking frantically,
rubbing the edges of her straining eyes as she willed the world
around her into sharper focus.
She was alone in a dark room made of large slabs of stone and
wood, the only light coming from the embers in a central fire pit
and sneaking in between the shutters and the windowsills. She was
dressed head-to-toe in wool, leather and more fur. None of this was
familiar or helpful. The air was odd, too: too thin and cool,
smelling like the great outdoors, all sap, moss, dung and woodfires.
The only sound she could hear apart from her breathing was the
wind outside.
A little cottage…
A… a hut?
What?
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She let out a tremulous sigh and started slowly inching her way
around the room, carefully and quietly, still blinking heavily.
One door, windows on all sides.
All one room?
Blink.
Three chairs, a little table.
Empty shelves.
Long carpets all around.
Nothing… nothing else?
Blink.
Rustic to the point of archaic but… not that old?
And clean but… not really inhabited? Not especially
lived-in…
Blink.
What the hell?
She circled the inside of the hut three times before standing still
again, her gaze still wandering around compulsively as she
struggled to formulate an explanation for the current state of
affairs. She could hear her heart in her ears now, and it would’ve
put a marching band to shame.
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Have I been kidnapped?
Nothing about that felt right. It was the most logical explanation
she could think of, but the competition was weak at best. This
clearly wasn’t a hospital or the home of anyone she knew. And she
was agitated, sure, confused and frightened, but she didn’t feel
feverish or dizzy, couldn’t imagine that she was hallucinating or
suffering some kind of psychotic break or delusional episode.
Besides, she hadn’t pushed herself that hard, had she? She briefly
considered the possibility that she was in a historical property or
recreation site, but she was already well-acquainted with all of the
tourist attractions of that sort in and around Stratford, and this
didn’t remotely resemble any of them. Besides, that wouldn’t
explain how or why she ended up in one of them after having
accidentally fallen asleep on her couch.
Still, though… Kidnapping?
“What the hell?” she muttered in a daze, her voice somewhere
between a groggy croak and an anxious squeak, her throat sorely
out of practice. The dreamlike images from earlier flitted through
her mind again, this time in a bit more detail: snowy mountaintops
seen from far above, a desperate, burning, barehanded grip on wet
rocks and coarse, loose snow, and a soothing voice melting through
the sharp cold and panic, gently lulling her to sleep. Still not
helping, she thought. And this really isn’t the time. She needed
something rational, and she needed it right away. And since
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searching her mind and the cottage left her empty-handed, she took
a deep breath, gathered up some courage, and walked to the door.
It wasn’t locked. In fact, there was no evidence of a lock, or
even of a way in which a lock could be fitted to the chunky, iron
latch-like mechanism that kept the door closed. But as comforting
as that was, Cate still opened the door as slowly as she could, her
breath caught in her throat as she peered through the steadily
widening gap.
A village.
And mountains.
Oh God…
A path of well-trod dirt lead down a gentle slope from her door to
that of a few dozen other huts of varying sizes, beyond which the
landscape rose suddenly into dramatic peaks and plunged
perilously low into a blank, cotton mist. In a thin, blue haze in
every direction, the horizon consisted of colossal, jagged
mountains, their summits dazzlingly white, their sides draped in
dense, dark forests and ragged scraps of clouds. And as Cate —
wide-eyed and agape — took her first, hesitant handful of steps out
of her hut, a passing breeze tossed around fine crystals of frost that
glittered in the sun and stung to the touch.
Definitely not Stratford, Cate thought. Nowhere near Stratford.
There wasn’t a landscape like this anywhere in the UK. Even the
more brutally beautiful bits of Scotland looked downright timid
compared to what Cate had spread out before her. Back home? Out
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West in the Rockies or, or… no. This was beyond anything she’d
seen in Canada either, even on a postcard. Machu Picchu? Tibet?
“What the hell?!” she said again, a bit more loudly this time.
There hadn’t been any sound or movement except for the wind
and her own voice, no signs of life whatsoever, but then — just as
she said those three words aloud, a shadow fell upon the immediate
area, and the slow, whipping thud of enormous wings filled the air.
Startled, Cate stopped mid-step and looked up just in time to see a
four-legged eagle the size of a school bus lower itself onto the roof
of a nearby hut, its black talons sinking effortlessly into wood and
masonry with a crunch, its pale grey wings sending little tornadoes
of dust and snow twirling about the village, its massive head turned
so that one of its eyes of flashing copper could lock right onto her.
“Don’t move,” said a kindly, eerily familiar voice, coming to
her in a faint but distinct whisper that somehow floated right to her
ear on the breeze.“Don’t make a sound.”
For a split second, Cate had the absurd thought that it was the
monstrous bird of prey that had spoken to her, but then she spotted
someone walking out from between two huts just over fifty feet
away, waving at her with one hand and leaning on a cane with the
other. He was old, leathery and hunched, wearing very much the
same kind of clothes as she was, as well as a hat that made him
look like he had a pair of tall, pointy ears. Cate found it hard to
look at him for more than a fraction of a second at a time because
it meant breaking eye contact with the enormous eagle, but she was
fairly certain she caught a smile and perhaps even an exaggerated
wink before the old man stopped a short distance from the
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creature’s perch and let out a piercing whistle that immediately
snapped its gaze onto him.
Both palms on the head of his walking stick, the old man then
took a deep breath, tilted his head back, and made a sound unlike
anything Cate had ever heard: somewhere between nearby thunder
and a gigantic gong, impossibly loud but still somehow undeniable
human in timbre. The animal reared, spreading its wings for
balance and emitting a screech in protest, only to be driven up into
the air and then far away by the subsequent booming notes in the
old man’s song. But by the time the bird had fled and the old man
had stopped singing, Cate was back inside her hut, frantically
looking for something — anything — to block the door she’d just
slammed shut behind her.
The cot was too heavy, carved out of a single slab of wood,
and there was no storage except for shelves carved right into the
stone walls themselves, so she dragged the small table over and
threw it onto its side. She then grabbed a chair by its back, holding
it up with both hands like a cartoon lion tamer, and waited.
“We’re sorry,” said a woman outside, her rich, deep voice
slipping under the door with surprising clarity. “We’d all gone
inside because of the drenthu. I didn’t hear you wake up until she
was already circling the village. You were on your feet so fast…
we weren’t expecting that, I’m sorry.”
“Who are you?” said Cate, her voice cracking. “Where the hell
am I? Why am I here?”
“My name is Lewcemo,” said the woman from just outside the
hut, slowly, gently.“The man you saw outside is Mnotre, our
shaman, and I’m his apprentice. You’re in Ruyo Nenggibin. It’s a
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village in the north-western Nenggibin Mountains, north of the
Caltren Kingdoms and north-east of Emberwood, west of the North
Kingdom. And we don’t know why you’re here. I’m sorry. We
were hoping you could tell us that. Can I come in? Please?”
Cate hesitated. The woman’s voice was totally unfamiliar,
right down to her strange, subtle accent, which was more evident
in her cadence than in her pronunciation. There was something
comforting about her tone, though: utterly earnest, genuinely
concerned and apologetic.
“I’m going to move the table away from the door,” said
Cate.“Don’t come in until I say so.”
“I promise,” replied Lewcemo.
Once she stepped inside to find Cate already at the other end
of the room, Lewcemo smiled a tight, bashful smile. “Hello,” she
said, crossing her arms tightly as if she were hugging herself. “Can
we sit down to talk about this?”
Cate slowly lowered the chair she was still brandishing.
“Okay,” she said. “You first.”
“I’m not sure I’m the best person for you to be talking to,”
said Lewcemo as she pulled up another chair and sat down across
the fire pit from Cate, giving her plenty of space.“I’ll do my best,
I’m just… I’m not even a shaman yet, not really. But Mnotre
pointed out that I look most like you of anyone in the village, and
he thinks that might be symbolic?”
Cate tried to see the resemblance and decided it was pretty
limited. They had similar builds, they were both average height,
and they both had relatively short, dark hair, but that’s where the
similarities ended. Lewcemo’s hair was both shorter and darker,
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cut just below the ear in a straight line, and out of it stuck two
small horns, three inches tall and sharp, which Cate wrongly
assumed were prosthetic. Lewcemo’s skin was bronze-brown, her
mouth wide, her lips full, her eyes green and slightly slanted.
South-American or… Middle-Eastern? Cate thought, missing the
mark by a wide margin. Is it racist that I can’t tell? At any rate,
Cate was certain she’d never seen this woman before in her life,
and she was right.
“You said I’m in… Ruyo?” Cate said.“I don’t know where that
is. I don’t recognize any of the names you mentioned. What’s
going on? How did I get here?” She couldn’t bring herself to ask
about the colossal eagle outside just yet.
“You fell out of the sky,” said Lewcemo with a sober intensity,
forcing herself to maintain eye contact as she said it. “Right into
the deepest pool in the stream. We all saw it and rushed over, but
you were already walking when we found you, soaked, freezing
and in shock. Mnotre helped you sleep but decided it would be
safer to let you wake up on your own. I’m sorry about your
clothes. They’re dry now, in my hut. I can get them for you.”
Cate stared silently a moment, then chuckled a little,
uncomfortably, and then went quiet again upon seeing the look of
worried confusion on Lewcemo’s face. Memories of what Cate still
inwardly insisted were dreams nudged her yet again, her thoughts
no doubt tainted — she felt — by what she had just heard. She
shook her head.
“And how long…?” Cate asked, feeling silly but also weirdly
detached from the situation now, like she was floating just outside
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of her own body, though still trying to keep her chest pumping air
at a sensible rhythm.
“Almost two days now. You must be starving. Can I get you
some food?”
Cate didn’t answer, her jaw and shoulders going slack as her
mind screamed.
Two days.
TWO DAYS?!
She’d missed half her deadlines already. How could she possibly
get everything done at this rate? The panic now came in full force,
squeezing her lungs and twitching her hands. She tried to
concentrate on her current situation, but suddenly she couldn’t, not
well.
All that work.
All that goddamn work.
She immediately tried to think of ways to get extensions and make
up for whatever courses couldn’t be salvaged, but she didn’t know
where to start, because nothing about her current circumstances
made any sense to her at the moment. She could plead for extra
time, but what could she say? How could she explain this? Without
noticing it, she began to rock back and forth in her chair, and went
on doing so for nearly half a minute before Lewcemo snapped her
out of it.
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“What’s wrong?” said the shaman’s apprentice, getting up and
walking over to Cate, putting a hand on her shoulder to steady her.
“Take it easy. Just tell me what’s wrong.”
“Wha… wha…” Cate stuttered, panting, eyes wild. She took a
deep breath and swallowed hard. “I need to get to back to
Stratford. I need to get back right now.”
“I’m sorry, but…”
“I’ve worked too damn hard, too fucking hard all year. You
have to let me go. You have to get me back. I don’t know what the
hell is going on but you have to. You have to. Right now. Please.
Please. Please!”
“Okay, okay, we can try,” said Lewcemo, in the most
comforting tone she could muster.“We’ll do whatever we can,
but… I need you to understand: I don’t know who or what
Stratford is. And I don’t… you fell from the sky. I don’t know what
to do! We’ve never seen anything like this here. I’m sorry!”
Cate buried her face in her hands and wept.
“Get out,” she said through the sobs, quietly at first, not
bothering to lift her head again. “Get out! GET OUT!”
As Lewcemo closed the door behind her, she saw Mnotre
standing among a small group of villagers assessing the damage
done by the drenthu, gesturing for Lewcemo to join them.
“You did well,” the shaman said, having heard everything
from where he was standing outside. “I know that was difficult, but
you did very, very well. I’ll teach you a few songs that will help
her calm down. When she’s ready to speak to you again, it will be
far easier, I promise.”
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“She’s so lost,” said Lewcemo, now on the verge of tears
herself. “I could hear it and see it so clearly. Everything about us
and about this place is so strange to her. She doesn’t understand
why she’s here. She doesn’t even understand how it’s possible that
she’s here. She’s so frightened and confused. I didn’t even get a
chance to ask her name.”
“Is she from the North Kingdom?” asked a large man standing
to Mnotre’s left. “She has the same pale, pinkish skin they have
over there, and she hasn’t got any horns.”
“No one but us has horns,” corrected a very pregnant woman
standing next to him.
“Yeah, but not everyone has skin that pale,” insisted the
man.“That’s strictly a Northerner thing, right?”
Mnotre chuckled.
“You both saw her fall out of the sky,” he said, his eyes
twinkling. “That isn’t a Northerner thing as far as I know.”
“She mentioned someone or something called Stratford,”
Lewcemo said.“She kept saying that she needs to get back to
Stratford.”
“Never heard of it,” said the large man.
“Do you think Stratford is the Author’s name?” asked the
pregnant woman. “Or the name of His world?”
“We can sort all of this out once she has had a chance to calm
down,” said Mnotre.“Until then, we have work to do: huts to fix, a
scattered herd to gather, and songs to learn.”
“I still don’t understand,” Lewcemo said, looking back at the
hut in which she could now hear Cate pacing in circles.“Why
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would the Author send us a messenger who doesn’t understand
what’s happening to her?”
“He has His reasons,” said the shaman.“He always does. I’m
sure they’ll become clear in time.”
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Once his monitor winked out and his computer sighed itself to
sleep, Richard Porter closed his eyes, leaned back, stretched out
and sighed in turn. The two sighs were nothing alike, though.
Whereas the computer’s sigh had been quick, quiet and smooth,
Richard’s was a long, ragged growl with unexpected peaks and
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valleys. It wasn’t altogether a complaint, but it was mixed,
tumultuous and intense. On the one hand, it was a sigh of physical
pain; his medication was wearing off and — as a result — he felt a
needling pain creeping slowly back into his temples and sinuses.
And after hours in front of the glowing screen, his eyes and
shoulders weren’t feeling their best either. On the other hand, it
was also a contended sigh, a sigh of victory, of satisfaction in a job
well done:
“AaarrrrAAAaarrrRAAfffffaagrraaahhhffffffff…”
Another chapter down, he thought to himself.
Another chapter in what would almost certainly be Richard’s
best book to date was finished, at least as a first draft. Things were
going well. He’d put down any uprisings of writer’s block,
wrenched himself out of a cruel slump and finally reached a state
in which he was writing a lot, writing quickly and even decently
well by his standards. This story — this weird, absurd twist on his
favourite genre — was resurrecting his enthusiasm, his creative
energy, his love of writing. He daydreamed about it whenever he
wasn’t actually typing, jotted down and modified notes about it ten
times a day, and kept himself awake nights puzzling out new
developments, fleshing out characters, improvising bursts of
dialogue out loud while doing the dishes, etcetera. He hadn’t
worked this efficiently or effortlessly since the first few summers
he’d spent writing his first novel, back when he’d had to make the
most of whatever free time he could find between shitty jobs and
university coursework, back when he was too young, too arrogant
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and too hungry to be slowed down by anything as pedestrian as
insecurity or doubt. Recapturing a bit of that felt fantastic… even
despite the headaches.
The headaches had nothing to do with the writing, though;
they came every year, regardless of what or how he was doing. It
was the same scenario every time: late spring came around, all
birds, sun showers and pollen, and migraines would rain down
upon Richard like the payload of punctual warplanes carpetbombing behind his eyes. They had a routine and they were strict
about it: always beginning with barbaric suddenness, peaking
within a couple of days and then gradually fading away within a
week and a half, exactly the same way, spring after spring, since
roughly puberty, and no doctor had ever been able to find a
conclusive cause, let alone an effective treatment. CAT scans, xrays, psychological evaluations, allergy tests and their ilk all
proved useless in providing the slightest clue. The problem
apparently wasn’t seasonal, psychosomatic or hormonal. It wasn’t
the symptom of a tumour, thank God. It wasn’t an illness, disease
or disorder. The problem — the doctors always ended up telling
him — was this: he had headaches. Some of the doctors said this
apologetically, others with curt authority, but all of them said it
with the finality of a sentencing, and then, to make Richard go
away, prescribed him some newfangled painkillers with ominous
names oddly reminiscent pulpy science-fiction. His most recent
batch of blister-packed protectors, for example, was called:
Antagoceptor.
I am The Antagoceptor, thought Richard, every time he looked
at the label. Conqueror of Worlds! Scourge of Galaxies! Enslaver
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of Feisty, Buxom Copilots! All will tremble before me and my
surprisingly phallic Vibroquantum Destructo Beam! Now
surrender or face the wrath of my hilariously slow and awkward
robot guardian! Attack, Toborotron! Kill!
Mwaaahahahahaaaaahh!
The drug worked pretty well, easing the pain enough for
Richard to work and causing barely any side-effects, but it came
with a long, long, lonnnnnnng list of restrictions concerning when
it could be taken, how often it could be taken, and what it could be
taken with. Reading the package’s Fine Print of Potential
Complications was almost enough to cause an altogether new
headache to surface. Still, Antagoceptor dampened the pain better
than any of its predecessors, and had miraculously taken him all
the way to… 4:56am without problems.
Richard lifted himself from his chair with a grunt, walked to
the living room of his two-bedroom condo, and sat down on an
infinitely comfier armchair, again with a grunt.
5am…
Huh!
To think he had only meant to jot down a few notes about the
novel’s villain before bed and — without a second thought — had
written an entire chapter, one of the novel’s most pivotal chapters
at that: Cate’s arrival in Nenggibin, the point where an otherwise
fairly straightforward fantasy epic gets severely twisted around on
itself.
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Elated, exhausted and now a bit wired, Richard couldn’t even
remember whether he’d typed out those villainous notes after all.
He was getting up to check when a voice in his head froze him in
place.
It’s fine, Richard, it said, sounding exactly like the gravelly
voice in which he usually imagined his villain’s lines. I wouldn’t
worry about it if I were you. Sit down and relax. Have a drink for a
change! The notes are all there, I’m sure. I’m ready. I’ll make you
proud.
Richard eased himself back into the chair and smiled at his
own runaway imagination. This really was just like writing his first
novel all over again: working absurdly late without noticing the
passage of time, talking to himself in the voices of his characters,
finding it almost impossible to tear himself away from the
keyboard for more than the time it takes to order and eat food…
Speaking of which…
Raising himself to his feet after all, this time obeying his suddenly
vocal stomach, he headed to the fridge and there found perfect joy
in discovering three leftover slices of pizza from the Brazilian
place down the street: spicy as hell with cream cheese stuffed into
the crust. His mouth already watering, Richard began to pull a slice
from the box — the fridge’s light on his face like the sun through
parting clouds, its electric buzzing a choir of angels — only to stop
short and wobble, dropping the slice onto an empty carton of eggs
in order to clutch his head in his hands and let out a sharp cry of
frustration.
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His headache hadn’t been quite strong enough to justify
another dose of Antagoceptor, but suddenly, very suddenly, it was.
Almost blinded with pain, he stumbled to the bathroom, popped a
pill and drank straight from the tap to wash it down. He didn’t
think about the Fine Print of Potential Complications, about how
long it had been since the last pill, or about the pizza he was about
to eat right after taking this one. He was spent from a long night’s
work, from two days of migraines, and from the fact that he hadn’t
eaten anything substantial since an early supper on what was now
the previous day. The only coherent thoughts in his brain at this
point were: Fuck! and: Pills! Still wincing, waiting impatiently for
the mighty Antagoceptor to take effect, he walked back to the
fridge, grabbed the dropped slice of pizza and began eating it
grumpily while searching through his cupboards with agonysquinted eyes, trying to find some chips or crackers with which to
round out his meal. There weren’t any snacks left, unfortunately,
but he did find something else, something he hadn’t thought about
in a long while. Something weird.
In the last cupboard stood a single, beautifully crafted,
unopened bottle of old and offensively expensive whiskey. For a
moment, the sight of it confused Richard, but then, with a glum
snort of laughter, he remembered how it got there. His new
publisher was dazzlingly intelligent, immensely driven and almost
frighteningly energetic, but she wasn’t always a great listener, and
occasionally rather forgetful when it came to personal details. She
had been the one to give Richard the whiskey as a present, and
Richard had politely, even enthusiastically accepted the gift,
happily startled by the sheer number of zeros in the advance he’d
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just been given moments before, and more than a little intimidated
by the impeccably stylish hurricane of a woman who had just
given it. He didn’t want to remind her that he didn’t drink, and
generally hated bringing it up anyway. It always confused and
embarrassed people, especially if they’d been told once or twice
before. Besides, he could bring the whiskey to a party or
something, re-gift it or even sell it online if the advance ever ran
out.
Still munching his pizza, Richard took the bottle in his free
hand, held it before him, and was seized by an ill-timed moment of
introspection. Why was it that he — an accomplished man in his
thirties — never drank, had never been drunk? Really, though! It
was fine when he was a teenager, maybe even cute when he was in
university, but wasn’t it getting really goddamn old? He’d always
told himself that he didn’t like what booze did to people, that he
didn’t want to put something in his body that could make him…
like that. But was that really it? He hadn’t asked himself these
questions in years, but suddenly he couldn’t stop. Wasn’t it really
that he was a coward? Childish, even? Afraid of what might
happen if he lost control for even a moment? Afraid that — heaven
forbid — he might embarrass himself a bit more than usual and
actually enjoy it.
You uptight, infantile prick…
“Fine,” he mumbled aloud to himself, his voice as hoarse as if he’d
been startled awake.“Fine. Why not? Should try it at least once. No
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one’s here to see me make an ass of myself. May as well. Call it a
life experience. Research! For my art or whatever!”
Chuckling, he went to the couch and sat back down slowly,
careful not to drop anything, and placed his little feast on the
coffee-table, the bottle shining like a crown next to an empty,
serviceably clean glass and the grease-stained pizza box. He then
opened the bottle, poured himself a drink an inch deep — just like
in the movies — and took another bite of his pizza. After a long,
almost bovine chew, he swallowed, took up the glass and drank.
He was then doubly glad no one was around, sputtering and
coughing like an awkward preteen the instant the liquor hit the
back of his throat, shocked by the drink’s intensity. Not bad, he
thought, wiping what was either snot, whiskey or both from his
nose, his head throbbing with every subsequent shallow gasp. Not
bad at all. He finished the slice of pizza he’d begun, giving himself
time to build up his courage, and then poured himself another inch
of whiskey, promising himself to take things a bit more slowly,
sipping this time.
Hmmm…
It was actually quite nice. Fucking strong, but nice. I could get
used to this, I’m sure, he thought. Meanwhile, the Fine Print of
Potential Complications on his package of Antagoceptor was
practically jumping around his bathroom, desperately trying to
draw attention to itself, but Richard was too busy to notice. He was
getting accustomed to the novel booze-heat in his belly while he
separated the two remaining slices of pizza, poured himself another
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inch, ate, chewed, sipped, savoured, swallowed, and got — for the
first time in his entire life — pretty damn drunk. His headache
quickly died down, the Antagoceptor not only doing its job but also
having a bit of a party with the whiskey, which Richard didn’t
consciously realize but enjoyed all the same. His head swam in a
very silly way, the room spun at a speed that was amusing without
being nauseating, and he thought it was all just terrific. He laughed
out loud, alone, and in his head the voice from before laughed
along with him. At some point he turned on the television and
watched — for lack of a better option — an infomercial. He was
too far gone to fully grasp the nature of the product advertised, but
he still managed to invent a drinking game for it on the spot,
drinking every time he managed to spot a cliché: disembodied
hands miming frustration with an inferior product, someone doing
a piss-poor job of feigning doubt, etcetera. That was fun for a bit,
but the clichés were so numerous and unrelenting that the game
quickly became far too confusing. And so, he switched over to a
music channel that was — strangely enough — actually playing
music videos, and he clumsily sang along with several years worth
of hit songs he had always publicly maintained he hated, dancing
in his seat all the while.
No one man should have all that POWer.
Something something, I just count the HOURs.
Something something,
I something something POWer…
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Twenty first century something something!1
And so on.
It was a great party, it really was, but — like so many great
parties — it ended badly. His television still on, Richard gradually
lost interest in singing, fell asleep sprawled on his couch, threw up
a little, and failed to wake up later that day.
Or the day after that.
Or the day after that.

1

With apologies to Bergman, Bernheim, Lake, McDonald, Lang, Bhasker, Griffin,
Yusef, Giles, Dean, Perez, Sinfield, Fripp and West.
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Chapter Two
Songs and a Smile

It was exhilarating for Vostre to be back in Nenggibin. After over
twenty years abroad, he was home and it made him feel like a
teenager again: the crisp winds stinging his face, the blasting sun,
the endless blue sky, and mountains like nowhere else. And the
acoustics! By the Author, the acoustics! He had almost forgotten
what one could do with a well-trained voice in Nenggibin. Every
so often he’d walk up to the edge of a cliff, quickening his pace,
stop at the very edge, grin for just a second and then let loose a
booming yawp the likes of which only an experienced shaman
could make: superhumanly rich, louder than loud and perfectly
angled to carry for miles. The echo would come back and back and
back and back, dying a slow and gentle death, and sometimes there
would come a reply, another yawp from a faraway valley, a
plateau, or another mountain, the voice of a fellow shaman
responding in kind, just saying hello and confirming that all was
well. Every time this happened, Vostre would laugh, and his
travelling companion — Prince Andecid Girchamn — would laugh
right along with him, thoroughly entertained at the sight of this
large, rugged, worldly man suddenly behaving so much like a
puppy the prince had had as a child.
“You seem pretty happy to be back,” said Andecid.
“You have no idea,” replied Vostre before drawing in a deep,
delicious breath.
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It was great to be back, and to find Nenggibin more or less as
he’d left it. Walking through the mountain villages they’d
encountered so far was like walking through memories for Vostre,
comforting scenes from his youth made flesh, wood and stone, so
much so that he could hardly believe it at first. He’d been away so
long, and the Caltren Kingdoms had changed so much in that time
— especially Girchamn — that he’d been understandably worried.
Girchamn had been his second home for a time, and the
second richest of the Caltren Kingdoms, the cultural, intellectual
and industrial hub of the Caltren Sea, but it had become a shabby
ghost of its former glory, its thin strips of countryside littered with
untended estates and abandoned farms, its massive, towering cities
full of now destitute, desperate people, the homeless and nearly
homeless. Throughout his recent, brief journey through it, Vostre
heard the rhythms of everyday life slowed and muddied with
hopelessness, the voices of crowds pitched up with tension,
anxious and discordant with fear. The rumours Vostre had heard
while in the Southlands were true and it broke his heart: the
Fracturing of the Caltren Kingdoms was steadily ruining
Girchamn.
As relieved as he was to see that the tides of history had once
again come short of his precious mountains and highlands, Vostre
couldn’t help but feel sorry for Andecid. Born in a time of war but
then raised during what were arguably the greatest days of his
kingdom, this future King of Girchamn had become an adult just as
it all slowly began to crumble around him. Vostre couldn’t imagine
the burden, the sheer weight of responsibility that loomed over his
traveling companion, and the main reason he couldn’t was that this
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companion showed no trace of it whatsoever, even to Vostre’s
expertly honed senses.
It wasn’t that the prince was vapid or childish — a bit reckless
at times perhaps, but also intelligent and conscientious. He was
just… happy, persistently, unwaveringly cheerful and upbeat. He
smiled constantly, laughed often and easily, gladly offered help to
whoever might need it, and wielded a genuine, boundless optimism
that even Vostre’s faith in the Author couldn’t match. All this in a
young man who was lucidly aware that if he didn’t lead a kingdom
out of the worst crisis in its history, he would die at the hands of
conquerors, desperate mobs or hunger. It was baffling. Once — not
long after they had left Girchamn — Vostre questioned him about
it.
“Smiling?” Andecid answered, smiling as the two of them
walked along a lonely dirt road at dawn, the nearest town obscured
by a low ridge far in the distance.
“Yes, smiling. You haven’t stopped since we left.”
Andecid chuckled.
“It’s true,” insisted Vostre.“You smiled through the slums,
through both ghost towns, through the interminable border check,
through the night we slept in the rain…”
“You mean: tried to sleep in the rain.” Andecid interjected,
lightly.
“Precisely. You couldn’t sleep but you smiled, that night and
the following day. I’m accustomed to this life, but you can’t be, not
with your upbringing. Custom has nothing to do with this. I don’t
even think patience has anything to do with this. Hardship
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simply… it isn’t hardship to you, is it? You even laughed when we
were attacked.”
“Okay, but that was hilarious!”
It hadn’t been, at least not to Vostre. Twelve bandits equipped
with a variety of mismatched weapons and armour had walked up
to them in broad daylight on an all-but-overgrown road between
two struggling towns, spreading out to bar their path and
demanding gold. Not food or clothes, as might’ve been more
reasonable given the economic climate. Not scrap, copper or silver
either. Gold. Vostre and Andecid had been traveling incognito as
poor itinerants, their costumes convincing to begin with and
already thoroughly weather-beaten and road-ragged by this point.
They had assumed their appearance would discourage exactly this
sort of confrontation, as it had at least once already, and so
Andecid’s immediate reaction to this particular scenario had been
to laugh incredulously, whereas Vostre — taking a careful step
forward to draw attention to himself — had raised his empty
palms, half-bowed and stuttered an apology, pitching his voice to
illicit pity and just a pinch of contempt. It didn’t work this time,
though, and Vostre could tell why almost immediately, reading old
pride, mounting frustration and newfound desperation in the faces
and postures of these old outlaws, the cadence of their gestures,
blinks and breathing betraying the kind of staunchly stifled
apprehension that comes from clinging to a lifestyle that’s no
longer tenable. These weren’t honest folk recently driven to crime
by poverty; in fact, they had probably been successful highwaymen
once, carving out a living on the less popular roads between once
prosperous towns. They’d been loud and a bit clumsy in their
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approach, so they’d probably never been particularly good at
anything other than picking their fights and dodging the
authorities, but there was a time — not so long ago — when that
would have been more than enough: a bygone era of carelessness
and plenty during which even these mediocre predators could have
lived quite comfortably. Vostre had hoped he’d be able to stir just
enough feeling in them to make them reasonable, but these men
had gone well past the casual heartlessness on which professional
banditry depends, now too damn angry and tired to be moved by
pathos, or to respond to the contemptible with anything other than
violence.
And so the bandits had all shrugged off Vostre’s entreaty
without missing a beat and began to inch toward the shaman and
the prince, some of them branching off to either side to flank, all of
them snarling and cutting the air with their weapons. Upon seeing
this, Vostre had let out a tired sigh and taken a deep breath,
mentally readying a note that would shake the bowels of grown
men hard enough to render them instantly debilitated with nausea
or worse, but he stopped himself just short of making another
sound. Andecid had already drawn his hitherto hidden sword and
run past him, snickering under his breath. In the seconds that
followed, the young prince had moved fluidly from one opponent
to the next, disarming each of them, cutting their belts and tripping
them on their own fallen pants. It was some of the most brilliant
swordplay Vostre had ever seen: dazzlingly quick and direct,
utterly unpredictable but oddly playful and ultimately, intentionally
innocuous. His opponents were career opportunists, clearly
unaccustomed to much in the way of resistance, but there were a
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dozen of them nonetheless, and the prince took them all on at once,
beating them back without seriously injuring a single one, all
before Vostre could decide whether to join in. Bewildered, terrified
and mortified, the men had scrambled to their feet and run off,
most of them without pants, nearly all of them without weapons or
armour. Andecid then let himself laugh out loud, nearly falling
over at the sight of his enemies’ bare asses vanishing into the
woods. Vostre, on the other hand, had been too impressed to do
anything but gape. Folks had told him the young man was
unmatched in hand-to-hand combat, but many kingdoms make
those sorts of boasts about the members of their royal family.
“I know I shouldn’t have laughed at the poor bastards,”
Andecid said.“But they believed you, didn’t they? They thought
we didn’t have anything of value and they hated us for it, blamed
us for it, even though we hadn’t given them any reason to. They’d
have killed us for it.”
Vostre nodded soberly.
“Right, so fuck them,” said Andecid with a grin on his face
and just the hint of an edge in his voice. “Let them think that
Girchamn’s knights are roaming the backwoods in disguise, just
looking for an excuse to hunt down and humiliate assholes like
them. Let them think they’ve become the prey for a change. Maybe
they’ll think twice next time.”
“There will be more like them,” said Vostre.“And I don’t just
mean in our travels. I mean throughout Girchamn and the other
kingdoms. These are increasingly dire times, and there’s nothing
funny about that.”
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“I never said that was funny,” said the prince, suddenly
deadly serious and insistent, though still smiling ever so
slightly.“Not ever.”
“I know, Ande. I know how much your kingdom and its
people mean to you, which — to get back to my original point —
is why I find your perpetual good mood so puzzling.”
Andecid shrugged.“I haven’t always been in a good mood
lately. My kingdom’s just been… standing still ever since the split
with the other two, unsure what to do next and doing nearly
nothing as a result. If I’ve been upbeat since you and I left on this
little quest of ours, it’s probably because I’m so glad my dad is
finally letting me take a risk, and because I’m finally doing
something, something that might actually make a difference for the
better. I mean, this is something right out of the old stories, Vostre:
mystery, adventure, powers beyond those of mere mortals…”
“If the rumours are true.”
“If by rumours you mean the information gathered and vetted
by my father’s extensive intelligence network, then yes: if the
rumours are true, we’re on our way to save my kingdom and quite
possibly the rest of the known world. That’s worth a smile or two.”
“Let’s hope the Author hears you and likes your ideas,” added
Vostre, now smiling himself, walking closer to the prince in order
to pat him firmly on the shoulder. “The world could certainly use a
bit of saving.”

!
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A little over a week later, Vostre and Andecid were well within the
heart of Nenggibin, drawing ever closer to their objective. They
decided to cast aside their transient personas in favour of
indigenous ones, purchasing some new clothing of the thick, tough
sort popular in the area. Andecid, to complete the look, even took
to wearing a thick, woollen hat that would lead casual observers to
assume he too had horns. They also bought three ikirns — those
lanky, antlered, shaggy steeds of Nenggibin — to speed things up,
as well as some extra supplies, just in case the ikirns didn’t speed
things up enough. No one recognized Vostre, which was perfectly
understandable considering how long he’d been away, and that
he’d been raised a long trek north-east from where they were. Still,
he had horns and no longer hid that he was a shaman, and so
everyone treated him with typically unreserved mountain
hospitality: kind, patient and utterly bereft of nosiness. Andecid,
with his unflinching smile and fake horns, was just as well
received. If anyone was curious about the relative darkness of his
complexion, they never let on.
The two travellers had been going as consistently north-west
as possible since having reached Nenggibin, but from this point on
they headed due west, following the directions of local shamans
into Upper Nenggibin. Standing tall between the dark, sweltering
mystery of Emberwood and the bright, cold endlessness of the Last
Sea, this is where the landscape is at its most intense — Nenggibin
at its purest. The mountains are not only tallest there, but often
narrow and steep, sharp as icicles at their summits. Its many lakes
are bottomless and clear, often steaming with the heat of nearby
underground volcanic currents, and its rivers and streams are deep,
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teeming torrents of foaming, icy water, noisily dissecting the
forever sloping terrain. Its forests are small but dense and old,
boasting trees the size of castle towers, and the grass in its narrow
valleys is thick and nearly shoulder high. It’s where the stars and
northern lights are clearest, and where most of the revered drenthus
build their nests. It’s also where Vostre and Andecid were told they
would find the object of their journey: the enigmatic oracle calling
herself the Ex.
The easiest, more frequently traveled way of reaching the
villages of Upper Nenggibin is to head southwest from the
northernmost hills, but Vostre didn’t want to take the time to trace
that kind of a parabola. Speed was of the essence, as it was
becoming increasingly clear to him that too many people had heard
the stories, that too many people knew what they knew, not just the
shamans and Girchamnian intelligence. Almost everywhere they’d
been in Nenggibin, they’d heard the Ex mentioned. Crones
exchanged prophecies about her, ikirnherds speculated about her
around the fire, and children lied to each other about her, inventing
fantastic tales about her and swearing oaths they were true. Word
of the oracle had already spread far and would only keep
spreading, and Girchamn couldn’t afford to have a boon like her
fall into enemy hands, so Vostre charted a tentative route directly
to their objective. It ran through difficult terrain and strayed far
from any settlements for quite a long stretch, but Vostre had been
taking just this sort of path his entire life, both literally and
figuratively, and so he didn’t hesitate except to ask Andecid’s
opinion. The prince, of course, enthusiastically approved, and so
they were off.
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“What was my kingdom like during the war with the Southlands?”
Andecid asked Vostre late one clear evening as they set up camp
on a cliff overlooking a forest of tower trees now pitch black in the
starlight. “You were there right from the beginning all the way to
the end, right? Was it worse than it is now?”
Vostre had been about to unfurl his bedroll, but instead he
hesitated for a second, set it down by the campfire, sat down on it
and sighed.
“That’s a surprisingly difficult question to answer,” said the
shaman, his eyes on the flames as Andecid sat down across from
him on his own still-bundled bedroll. “In most ways it was
obviously worse. Nothing’s worse than outright war, not even this
waiting, this painful suspense you’re currently being forced to
endure. However, there is something to be said for the solidarity
that surfaces in times of war, a kind of pride one can feel in people
coming together to help one another weather a disaster, even
though there’s so little else to inspire anything but horror and
shame in times like those. As for now… it’s nothing short of
heartbreaking to see that prolonged dread and tension have been
steadily eating away at those bonds along with so much else.”
“Sooooooo, better now but only barely?” said the prince with
a slow, exaggerated shrug. The shaman smiled and shook his head.
“Whether you intended it or not, you’ve asked me something I
fear might be beyond me, delving into matters shamans and
philosophers have explored and debated since the world was first
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written: can the anticipation of violence ever be as bad as violence
itself? Can poverty be a fate worse than war? I have my feelings on
the matter, but they’re so unsteady and troubled that I don’t dare
say any more, lest the Author be listening and looking for
inspiration.”
The prince smiled sadly and opened his mouth to apologize,
but he froze in place before a single word could to escape, his eyes
suddenly wide and full of flickering light. Vostre followed
Andecid’s gaze over his own shoulder, and a grin swept across his
face as he did, as if he was seeing an old friend.
“For this most beautiful foreshadowing and the blessing it
implies, we give thanks,” he said, quietly.
For as far as their eyes could see, the deepest blue of the
northern sky was now filled with slowly dancing ribbons of green,
purple and orange fire, trickling, swirling and blossoming before
the stars above. Andecid had never seen anything like it, and Vostre
hadn’t seen anything like it in far too long. Neither of them spoke
for a quarter of an hour, and they barely moved except to blink and
breathe.
“How are we supposed to get any sleep?” Andecid finally
asked in a hushed half-chuckle.
“Sleep can wait a while longer,” said Vostre. “In the
meantime, we have a ritual here for just such an occasion: the First
of Many.”
“What’s that?”
“We stay up by the fire to watch the dancing lights while
someone tells a story. You are my guest here, so I volunteer.”
“Sounds great,” said the prince. “Any rules I need to know?”
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“Keep your eyes on the skies,” said the shaman. “Don’t
interrupt. Leave the rest to me.”

— Vostre’s Story for the First of Many —
I hereby swear that the story I tell tonight below the dancing lights
is true and honest, my own humble recounting of the Author’s own
work. As one character in it, I claim my right to tell it, but I beg
forgiveness for my limitations as a witness and a speaker.
Here now are my Three Promises:
1. First of all, Ande, I will tell you of the first time I set foot in
your kingdom.
2. Moreover, I will tell you of the first time I met the woman
who so recently called me back there so that I could join
you on our current quest.
3. And lastly, I will tell you of the first and only time I met
your mother, shortly before she passed away.
That will be my story tonight. May it be the First of Many.
When I was roughly your age, maybe a bit younger, I left my
home to travel the world. I had just completed my formal training
as a shaman, and my village already had enough shamans to get by
without me, so I vowed to see as much of the Author’s work as I
could before deciding where to settle down. I began by
accompanying an older shaman through much of Nenggibin and
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into the outskirts of Emberwood, and then by escorting a trade
caravan returning home to the Open Plains. From there, I followed
the most seasoned travellers I could find from place to place. I
learned to sail and to fish off the coast of Teburutet. I learned to
ride like one of your knights by going to the very edge of the Scars
by horse with a handful of explorers. But despite how far and wide
I travelled, I did not see a single city — a real city — until I
reached Girchamn.
Now, Pirelgrevi might not seem like a particularly large city to
you, certainly not compared to the capital, but to me… the scale of
it was staggering, even from a distance. And the closer I got, the
more staggering it became. The complexity of it was unlike
anything I had ever heard. All of those people, all of their voices,
footsteps and gestures, the waves and rhythms of the crowds…
And of course the machinery, all steam, fire and clockwork, adding
a layer of sharper, more obvious percussion over the subtler human
melodies beneath. I had never encountered such richness and
depth, and my skills as a shaman had never been so thoroughly
tested. I must have stood on a street corner for over an hour,
gawking, tears in my eyes, trying to pick out every little sound at
once, trying to make sense of it all right away, failing and loving
it… which is no doubt why I didn’t notice any hint of the attack
before it began.
I wasn’t the only one taken by surprise. This was in fact the
very first raid, the very beginning of the war. Everyone in the
Caltren Kingdoms knew by this point that their outposts and
colonies in the Southlands had recently been lost to revolt,
reclaimed — often violently — by the indigenous people there, but
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no one yet suspected that the Southland tribes had any intention of
taking their fight any further, let alone that they would strike at
Girchamn first. The tribes had anticipated this, of course, and took
full advantage of it. They had the city’s largest neighbourhood
under their control before anyone had time to react.
Since then, I’ve heard a great deal about the brilliance of the
tactics they used that day, about how their shamans allowed them
to wage guerrilla warfare in places they had never seen:
coordinating squads over great distances in frequencies most
people can’t hear, tracking the movements of enemies at a distance,
rapidly mapping every area by echolocation, and so on. On the day
itself, however, I was in no state to admire any of it. With the
screams of the fleeing and dying ringing out everywhere around
me, I simply ran, desperately searching for a place to hide,
listening carefully in order to avoid not only the attackers but also
the panicking crowds and the Girchamnian troops scrambling into
the fray — I had retained just enough presence of mind to realize
that anyone involved in this conflict could mistake me for a threat.
Without quite remembering how I got there, I found myself on the
second story balcony of a large, unoccupied house, sitting out of
sight with my back against the stone railing, my hands raw and
bloodied, my clothes soaked in my sweat.
The acoustics of that balcony and the courtyard beneath it
were good, allowing me to hear and place a great deal of what was
happening without having to raise my head, and so I sat perfectly
still, closed my eye, breathed deeply, and quietly hummed the
notes my body needed to relax, hoping I could become calm
enough to choose my next move wisely. Unfortunately, the fighting
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became more and more chaotic as I steadied myself, and — before
I could decide what to do next — it had already reached me.
Half a dozen Girchamnians spilled into the yard below my
balcony, all of them a few years younger than I was, only two of
them armed and only with kitchen knives. I could hear the panic in
their breathing, and I could hear the cause of it: they were being
stalked, hunted by three Southlanders who were pursuing them
quickly and quietly, outmaneuvering them and picking them off
one by one. One of these hunters shouted from behind a fence to
the east, drawing panicked attention to herself just as her
compatriots came out of hiding and loosed arrows from the south,
killing the two Girchamnians who had been holding knives. That
was when I joined the fight.
I didn’t feel any particular loyalty to Girchamn at the time, and
I knew very little about this new conflict, its participants or the
causes behind it. I just needed this particular fight to stop, so I did
what I could to stop it.
I hit the note needed to rattle and shatter the windows of all
the houses nearby as a distraction, using the acoustics of the
balcony to do so without making my position too obvious. I then
got to my feet and directed a sharp burst of Sick Song at the two
archers to the south, and — as they clutched their stomachs and
fell to their knees — I directed a whisper at the Girchamnians,
telling them to get in the house through the windows and then flee
through the front door. The remaining archer spotted me at that
moment and drew her bow, but I was able to scramble her inner ear
with a whistle before she could loose, causing her to miss by
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several feet. I then belted out a few more bars of Sick Song before
carefully climbing down from the balcony into the yard below.
My thoughts at the moment were in complete disarray. I didn’t
have a plan or a strategy. I should have run again, found another
place to hide, but I wanted answers, to learn what exactly was
happening and why. And so I hoped to disarm the hunters and
question them, but I didn’t get that chance. As soon as I took a step
into the yard, I heard all three of the archers laugh through their
nausea, and it was clear that the laughter was at my expense, smug
and sardonic, despite the fact that they were the ones who had just
soiled themselves and miserably failed to lift their heads more than
a few inches off the courtyard stones. And so I stopped, stood
perfectly still and listened, trying to make sense of their reaction,
and that is when I noticed three more individuals stepping into the
yard, individuals I hadn’t heard approaching until that moment.
Their body language and movements were eerily careful and quiet,
betraying absolutely nothing about them other than incredible skill
and grace, and their faces were completely hidden behind tall,
oblong masks, but the feeble laughter of the archers I had
incapacitated gave me all the context I needed.
I tried a handful of notes, woven into a quick, loud and
aggressive song that should have debilitated them in half a dozen
different ways — vertigo, heatstroke, hallucinations, etcetera —
but while the already prone archers writhed, the armoured figures
did not so much as hesitate or flinch. They were entirely covered in
a type of armour I had never encountered before: pitch black,
segmented plates made out of what appeared to be the former
carapace of enormous insects, all of them padded and
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interconnected with a thick fabric that dampened vibrations like
nothing else I have ever encountered, before or since. Every sound
that hit them simply vanished, and so I raised my hands in
surrender as they circled me, the points of their spears then inches
from my jugular.
A voice in a thick accent I couldn’t place bounced off of the
nearby architecture to reach my ears from an unseen source. I was
being addressed by another shaman, and her tone — no doubt
expertly chosen — made it clear that she was not on my side in this
conflict. She said: “That was clever, boy. Very clever, but you’re
out of your depth. Lower your hands slowly and put your wrists
together behind your back. You’re our prisoner now, as much as
my colleagues pulling themselves off the ground might prefer to
simply kill you and be done with it. You’re clearly not from around
here, but you’re involved now nonetheless, so we’ll need to
restrain you and ask you a few questions, at the very least. I
heartily suggest you cooperate. I promise you we won’t hurt you
unless you make it necessary.”
One of the first things I was taught to do as a shaman was
discern whether someone was lying, but things become far more
complicated when that someone is another shaman. I couldn’t be
sure if she meant what she said, but I didn’t trust her, largely
because her aforementioned compatriots still looked just a little too
pleased with themselves as they regained their balance enough to
get on their feet. Still, obedience seemed the only viable option at
the moment, so I did as I was told. I should have noticed that none
of them had rope or restraints of any sort on them, but I was young
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and flustered, and so I can still remember how surprised I was by
the sharp blow to the head that sent me tumbling into darkness.
My head swam as I resurfaced, and the fear I’d felt before
wasted no time in returning. I was seated in a poorly lit room, my
wrists and ankles bound to the limbs of a solid, heavy chair, my
mouth gagged with a thick fabric that was tightly wrapped around
the back of my head and then looped around my throat. The
muffled quiet told me I was underground, and the echoes told me I
was in a small, bare space with a dirt floor and stone walls. I could
also tell I was being carefully guarded by the way sounds simply
died in the corners of the room behind me, absorbed by more of
that strange, chitinous armour I’d seen on the spear-wielders in the
courtyard. I strained my ears, trying to hear breathing or a
heartbeat other than my own, hoping to reassure myself that my
guards were in fact human, but I was interrupted by one of them
tapping the wall sharply with the butt of a spear, which almost
instantly resulted in the sound of someone much less quiet
dragging another chair down the stairs and into the room. Once she
was standing just a few feet before me — a lantern in one hand and
the chair in the other — my interrogator tilted her head slightly,
met my gaze and said: “I’m glad you’re finally awake. And it
doesn’t sound like the bump to the head did any lasting damage,
which is something to be grateful for.” Her voice was undoubtedly
the same one I had heard in the courtyard, that of a shaman easily
three times my age at that time.
She was short and wrinkled, her skin as black as embers, her
short, white hair glowing like fire in the lamplight. Her joints
creaked slightly as she sat down, stooping to set the lantern in the
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dirt between us. The guards then moved without having to be told,
one of them leaving entirely, the other sitting down at the foot of
the stairs, the vacant eyes of the mask staring at me over the old
woman’s shoulder.
The shaman’s face cracked and creased into a cold grin, and
she said: “Unsettling, aren’t they? You get so comfortable having
an advantage over others, and they just render it meaningless. Still
can’t figure out how much of it is the armour and how much of it is
training. I don’t want to pry, and they aren’t particularly chatty.
Plus, they fight like ogres, which all just makes me feel as fragile
as a baby around them. They’re on my side, though, and they’ve
been damn useful so far, so I should probably just be grateful the
Lost dragged their creepy asses out of their beloved swamplands to
join the cause.”
The old shaman sighed and paused a moment, looking down at
the lantern. Eventually, she said: “The archers whose pants you
ruined want me to torture you for information, or maybe just for
fun. Lucky for you, they’re leaving the decision up to me, and I
know first-hand that that shit doesn’t work. I swear, between those
sadistic bastards and the Lost… Don’t get me wrong, we work well
enough together, and the Caltren Kingdoms have given us more
than enough reason to keep at it, but if it wasn’t for that… Anyway,
I am not going to torture you. You’re welcome.”
She looked back up at me, meeting my gaze, making no
attempt to hide what she was feeling: anger, sadness, exhaustion,
satisfaction, pride. She said: “We caught you and took you prisoner
because that was our mission. Girchamn doesn’t have a lot of
shamans running around in it, but it does have some, enough to
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interfere with our tactics, so our job was to draw you out and
neutralize you, to keep you from taking away the few tactical
advantages we have here. As for why we’re here at all… You’re
not from here, are you?”
I shook my head.
“Didn’t look like you were. Are you new here?”
I nodded.
“Very new?”
I nodded more slowly, for emphasis.
“And have you ever been to the Southlands?”
I shook my head again.
“Right,” she said. “Well, that explains a few things about how
you got involved earlier…”
She hesitated for another moment, lost in thought, and then
she smiled and said: “My tribe — the Epolpe, by the way — we
have something for this, a little tradition for when we meet
someone for the first time under unpleasant circumstances, when
fighting had to come before talking for whatever reason. Each of
us prepares a story, one that captures as much of who we are in as
few sentences as possible, and then we take turns telling them. I’ve
had mine ready for a long time now, and I've managed to trim it
down to just seven sentences, so I’ll go first. I’d ask you if that
sounds good to you, but frankly it’s either this or I let my buddies
upstairs use you for target practice while we await our next
orders.”
She cleared his throat, tented and cracked her thin, knobby
fingers, and told her story as follows:
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“I don’t remember my parents, the language they spoke or
the name they gave me, but I can still remember how those
memories were beaten out of me in the name of discipline
and civilization when I was a child, imprisoned in what the
colonists had the gall to call a school.”
“I broke countless bones when I was young,
including a few of my own, fuming with every waking
breath, raging without plan or purpose at nearly everything
and everyone around me, until the day it cost me the life of
my infant daughter.”
“Gutted, I spent the following decades adrift in a fog,
in and out of prison for vagrancy, and then forced into
cleaning barracks, a slave no one ever called a slave, living
what no one should ever call a life.”
“And then one day another servant took pity on me
and — secretly, gradually, over several years — taught me
everything she knew about how to sing and how to listen,
even though it was dangerous and forbidden, even though I
was already old and broken.”
“I learned fast, surprising us both, but the more I
learned, the more I could hear, and the more I heard, the
angrier I got, my rage reawakening with every suddenly
obvious clue of the suffering all around me, the pain my
people kept hidden out of necessity, and that I’d been too
wrapped up in my own misery to ever notice before.”
“And so, the night the revolution started, I heard it
from two towns away, and — without hesitating for a
single second — I stabbed the sleeping commanding
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officer in the throat, discreetly coaxed the rest of the
indigenous staff outside, set fire to the barracks, and rode a
stolen horse as hard as I could in the direction of the
fighting.”
"Everything in my life since then is a classified
military secret for the foreseeable future, but you're
currently in a pretty good position to make a few smart
guesses, so I'll just leave it at that.”
The old shaman paused for a moment, her face impassive, her
hands in her lap, her breathing slow and steady, the lamplight
between us flickering in her unfocused eyes. We might have sat in
silence like that for a long time, or she might have taken out my
gag and asked me to tell my story in return. I don't know what I
would have said or how she would have reacted. I'm grateful I was
rescued, obviously, but I can't help but wonder, and I can't help but
wish things had happened just a bit differently than they did.
When I saw Cierfe for the first time — as she walked down
the steps into the basement and raised a single finger to her lips for
my sake — I thought I was hallucinating, or that I'd fallen asleep
or lost consciousness yet again. Here was this minuscule young
woman, clearly even younger than I was myself, confidently
walking down those stone steps with two burly Girchamnian
knights in tow, her eyes completely covered in a strip of dark
fabric wrapped around her head beneath that wild mane of hers,
and all in silence, and I mean complete and total silence. I was
looking right at her and her heavily-armed escort, and I heard
literally nothing — no breath, no footsteps on the stone staircase
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— and neither did the old shaman in front of me, and neither did
the guard sitting on the stairs beneath them. The knights raised
their rifles, took aim and fired, and I was the only one not taken by
surprise. The heads of my captors burst apart before me, their
bodies slumping sluggishly to the floor as Cierfe deftly stepped
around them to untie me.
I know you know Cierfe well, Ande, probably far better than I
do now, but you didn't know her back then, and you might not
appreciate just how impressive she was even as a young woman,
all the more impressive on account of her age. In Nenggibin, we
tend to wait until someone is at least eleven or twelve years old
before we train them to become a shaman, usually after they've
demonstrated some relevant inclination or natural gift. In the Open
Plains, where Cierfe was born shortly before she and her parents
immigrated to rural Girchamn, children born blind begin their
shamanic training almost in their infancy. Some of them only learn
enough to help them compensate for their inability to see, but some
— like Cierfe — become astounding virtuosos astoundingly
quickly. What Cierfe did in order to safely extract me and several
other prisoners that day was cancel every sound she and her allies
made as soon as they made them, instantly striking every note with
its exact opposite in order to collapse it onto itself. And she did this
by listening, anticipating and singing with such precision, deftness
and focus that she and her allies walked like ghosts. To this day, I
still can't do that myself, and in all my travels, I still haven't met
more than a few other shamans who can. Cierfe did it in a war
zone with seemingly effortless grace before she'd fully emerged
from adolescence.
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As she cut my restraints and removed my gag, Cierfe said:
"We've retaken this area but only barely, and we could use another
shaman, if you're feeling at all grateful. I overheard some of your
interrogation before we made our move. Get up. The Queen is
leading the charge herself, and she'll want to meet you right away."
And that's how I met Cierfe, and how I joined the war effort
alongside her, the two of us eventually earning places in your
father’s Inner Circle.
And that is my story for tonight.

— The end. —
Andecid took his eyes off of the Northern Lights, blinked a few
times and then looked over at Vostre.
"Hey," said the prince. "That was great, but you're not done.
You promised you'd tell me about meeting my mom, too."
Vostre smiled and said: "That's why it's called The First of
Many, Ande. The third promise is always broken so that we have
an excuse to do this again sometime. Now, if you want to get some
sleep, I'm happy to take the first watch.”
“Sure,” said Andecid. “But can I ask you a couple of questions
first? Would that be against the rules?”
“No, no,” said the shaman. “Go ahead.”
ANDECID: Is it true you’re the one who finally convinced my dad
to start the peace talks?
VOSTRE: Oh, I wasn’t the only one, and it wasn’t difficult to
convince him, even despite your mother’s death. Perhaps partly
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because of it. He knew the Caltren Kingdoms could have won the
war by force, but he could also see just how great and needless the
cost would have been.
ANDECID: And you were there for the negotiations, right? What
was that like?
VOSTRE: Simultaneously the most heartbreaking and the most
inspiring thing I have ever witnessed by far, and the most
exhausting thing in which I've ever taken part. All of that rage,
fear, shame, hatred and grief, all of it so profound and justified,
and all of it put aside — little by little — for the greater good. The
Southlanders had to swallow their pride and accept that they
couldn’t win, to swallow their anger and forgive the
unforgivable…
ANDECID: And we had to admit it was all our fault to begin with,
no matter how many lives it ended up costing us.
VOSTRE: And you did. And you paid substantial reparations for
years, to people who had been slaughtering Girchamnians and
Pecoraltans and Teburutetans only weeks before the peace treaty
was signed. I don’t blame you for being embarrassed of your
kingdom’s history, Ande, but you should feel some pride in what
your father managed to accomplish all those years ago. It’s a rare
and beautiful thing when the powerful actually do the right thing,
let alone for the right reasons.
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ANDECID: I wish the North Kingdom had taken notes before they
started trying to do to us what we once did to the Southlands.
VOSTRE: I feel the same way, but we might still be able to
convince them.
ANDECID: When this is all over, do you think you’ll stay this
time? Or will you go back to the Southlands? Or into the North?
VOSTRE: I don’t know. Even after so many years, there’s still a
lot left for me to discover in the Southlands, a tremendous amount
of variety and mysteries I haven’t yet managed to solve. There are
tribes in the far east with horns, for example, and they’d never
even heard of Nenggibin before meeting me. But depending on
how things go, it might be good for me to learn more about the
North. And it is good to be back, for that matter.
ANDECID: I’ll bet. I still can’t get over these lights.
VOSTRE: Well, try. We’ve got a particularly difficult hike ahead
of us tomorrow. We’ll both need to be rested.

!
Things went as smoothly as can be expected when traveling
through Upper Nenggibin from the east. The ikirns did speed
things up, but the terrain was so treacherous that, as sure-footed as
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the animals were, they spent at least half the time only carrying
luggage and being led, which was just fine by them. At the very
least, the weather had been on the travellers’ side, mild and dry for
just under a week before it finally turned on them. Vostre heard
trouble coming over a day before it arrived: the sudden quiet and
hissing breezes, the rumble of distant thunder slowly gaining on
them, the hammering of a southbound storm on a mountainside to
the north. He’d hoped it would pass them by or spend itself before
reaching them, but one morning, as they skirted one of many deep,
steaming lakes, great dark clouds rolled over them, swallowing the
sky between the mountains whole within an hour. Half an hour
after that, the rain was torrential: heavy, brutal and shockingly
cold, churning the landscape underfoot into nothing but slick rock
and runny mud. It battered the travellers, their steeds and their
luggage, threatening to ruin their provisions, and so — though
nearly deafened by the rain and blinded by the increasingly thick
fog rising out of the nearby hot springs — Vostre managed to find
a nearby cave and lead his little party to it.
The cave was humid, of course, but not soaking, and — more
importantly — it was warm, obviously close to the same currents
of burning rock that heated the neighbouring lakes. Andecid and
Vostre quickly unburdened the ikirns of their baggage, and the
animals just as quickly shook themselves off and huddled together
as the travellers stripped themselves naked and tried to find cracks
or sharp bumps in the cave walls from which to hang their clothes.
All the while, Vostre hummed in a low, incessant droning that
Andecid could feel in his gut more than he could actually hear it.
The hairs on his arms and legs buzzed and twitched from it,
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tickling him. Not wanting to interrupt, he kept his questions to
himself and helped the shaman unpack the provisions in order to
hang the bags to dry. It was then he noticed that the thin layer of
humidity covering everything in the cave was drying up, rapidly
evaporating into tiny wisps of steam before his eyes. His feet and
the rock beneath them were no longer wet. At first he thought it
was the cave’s natural heat, but it wasn’t that hot, was it? Maybe it
was… When did that happen? Vostre noticed Andecid’s confusion
and stopped humming to explain.
“Temperature is a musical scale,” he said. “Sound is vibration,
vibrations cause heat. Find the right note, direct it properly and you
can start a fire, give someone heatstroke, melt through ice, or
evaporate the water out of your socks. Did Cierfe really never
explain any of this to you?”
“Oh you know what she’s like,” said the prince with a smirk.
“Just because she practically raised me doesn’t mean that she
actually tells me anything. Besides, I’ve never been much of a
singer.”
“Fair enough. Well, the acoustics here are good, so I’m using
them to boost my voice, and since it’s warm here as it is, it should
only be a few minutes before we can put some of our clothes back
on, though it might help to wave them around. I’ll start a fire after
that. The wood will be harder to dry, but once it is I can give my
lungs a rest.”
After a few minutes, their underwear was in fact wearable,
warm if still a little damp in places. The two men dressed, and
Vostre focused his humming more intensely at their pile of
firewood, which was steaming and then smoking within minutes,
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drawing the eager attention of the still huddled ikirns. Then, all of
a sudden, Vostre fell completely silent and jerked his head around
to face the mouth of the cave. Andecid noticed this, peered around
to look in the same direction, saw nothing worth noting, and thus
looked back at Vostre. Before the prince could speak, Vostre called
for silence with a sharp hand gesture that had become one of the
staples of their relationship: the shaman was listening to
something, or for something, and this time it seemed to be
something that either worried him, mystified him or both, and he
had somehow heard it through the white noise of the storm still
raging outside. Slowly, silently, Vostre walked to a large boulder
by the cave’s mouth and crouched behind it, peering up above its
edge. For the better part of a minute they both stayed stone still,
holding their breath, until Vostre gestured for Andecid to get down
and carefully, quietly join him behind the rock.
The rain was still falling in heavy curtains but the fog had
thinned, so they could now see all the way across the lake, where a
strange figure the likes of which neither of them had ever seen
walked with eerie, fluid slowness between outcroppings of rock. At
first, Andecid assumed it was closer than it actually was, but the
laws of perspective rapidly corrected his mistake in a way that
made his mind lurch. The figure was in fact quite far away, it was
simply two to three times taller than he’d assumed it was, which is
to say: two or three times the height of a rather tall person. This
was odd because otherwise it looked very much like a person:
considerably thinner in a very surreal sort of way, but distinctly
human all the same. It had one head, two arms and two legs, all in
the appropriate places, and it was moving these parts in fairly
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human ways. It even had horns of the same sort as the mountain
folk (if a fair bit longer), which to Vostre was the second most
flummoxing thing about it. The first was that this presumably
inhuman creature was singing Map Song, and doing so in a
distinctly inhuman voice. Some of it was so high in pitch it even
peaked out of Vostre’s hearing range. Not having a shaman’s ear,
Andecid didn’t notice this, but his eyes were sharp enough that he
did notice when the creature turned its head in their general
direction to belt out a few more bars. The barely audible notes
bounced off of them without the prince noticing, but they sent an
icy, sickening fear through the shaman. Without taking his eyes off
the mysterious figure — which had suddenly stopped both singing
and walking — Vostre half-turned to Andecid and said: “She’s
spotted us. Grab your sword and head deeper into the cave. I heard
tunnels, some of them too small for her. Go now!”
Normally, Andecid would have hesitated, questioned Vostre or
insisted on staying, but shamans have ways of being particularly
persuasive. Having pitched and timed his words to convey utmost
urgency and authority, Vostre sent the prince running for the
tunnels within a heartbeat. However, before Andecid could get far,
the figure across the lake sang again, not in supersonic Map Song,
but in a louder than loud, lower than low bass that rumbled
violently throughout the cave, rattling them inside and out with its
tremendous, terrible, nauseating sound. Vostre, hardened shaman
that he was, took it without more than a wince and a stagger, but
Andecid clutched his stomach and fell straight to his knees,
fighting for breath, vomiting and finally fainting, striking his face
against the cave floor before Vostre could move to help him.
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And as suddenly as it had started, the stomach-churning sound
stopped. Blinking and gasping, Vostre listened for Andecid’s breath
and thanked the Author he heard it. Then, peering once again over
the boulder, he saw the strange, elongated figure running away
from them at an impressive speed. Reaching the sheer, steep side
of a cliff south of the lake, she leapt and — almost spider-like —
began to scale it nearly as fast as she had run, her long limbs
pulling and pushing her from crack to snag. Astoundingly, she was
over the high cliff and completely out of sight within little more
than a minute.
Vostre, still shaken, sat down against the boulder, wiped cold
sweat from his face and sighed in relief.

!
ANDECID: What… was that?
VOSTRE: Ah, you’re awake. And smiling again. I was worried.
ANDECID: Yeah, I think I’m okay. I’m feeling a lot better now
that I’ve, uh… slept. How long was I out?
VOSTRE: Over an hour.
ANDECID: Huh. So… what was that?
VOSTRE: That — I believe — was an ogre.
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ANDECID: What? Ha! There are ogres in Nenggibin?
VOSTRE: Apparently there’s at least one, or there was an hour
ago. I would’ve told you before you passed out, but I hadn’t the
slightest idea. It only really occurred to me while you unconscious.
ANDECID: What happened?
VOSTRE: She ran away. Fast. Right after she incapacitated us with
a song. She wanted to make sure we couldn’t follow her.
ANDECID: A song? That was her voice?
VOSTRE: It’s an old song, a kind of Sick Song, not unlike the one
I used on those archers in the story I told you, but I’ve never heard
anyone sing it that loudly before. The strength of it, even at the
distance it had to travel to reach us… And her Map Song was just
as incredible.
ANDECID: Her what, sorry?
VOSTRE: Map Song. It’s how she found us, and how I noticed
her. It’s out of your range, I expect, and some of hers was even out
of mine. Shamans sing in Map Song and listen to the echoes to
determine what their surroundings are like: how they’re shaped,
what they are made of, what they contain. Some bats have a similar
ability, as do some whales and small rodents. Echolocation. It’s
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how Cierfe manages to walk around as confidently as she does
without the use of her eyes.
ANDECID: That’s how this… ogre found two people? In a cave?
In a mountain range? In the middle of a rainstorm?
VOSTRE: As I said: incredible.
ANDECID: So, the ogre was a shaman?
VOSTRE: I don’t know. Judging by her voice and ear, she must
have been. But I’ve never heard of anything like this before. In all
my travels, I haven’t heard so much as a whisper of surviving
ogres, and now I find one a holler and a half from the village of my
birth. And I’ve heard several different retellings of the Ogre Hunts,
the Ogre Revolts and the Great Ogre War, but none of them
mention anything about ogres wielding this kind of power. One
northern legend had it that they cast unholy spells, but there’s
nothing unholy about shamanic singing. And she had horns! I’ve
never found a single mention of horns in any of the stories. It was
always: over twice the height of a tall man, long of limb, thin but
strong…
ANDECID: Yeah, I remember. When I was a kid I had a few books
with ogres in them. Old adventure stories, mostly. None of them
had horns in them either, not even in the wilder illustrations.
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VOSTRE: Precisely… although, those illustrations were based
more on the stories than on facts. Any art depicting actual ogres
was destroyed during the Second Great Hunt. Even representations
of them were considered an abomination then. Still…
ANDECID: This one could be a freak, or something new or
different. Or she might’ve been wearing a hat? Like mine?
VOSTRE: It definitely wasn’t a hat…
ANDECID: Any idea what she was doing here before she spotted
us?
VOSTRE: None. Walking and singing.
ANDECID: Why do you think she ran away? Was she afraid of us?
VOSTRE: Maybe not of us specifically, but if I were an ogre still
living in this part of the world, I would be upset at the sight of
human beings, too.
ANDECID: The feeling is mutual.
VOSTRE: Well, we should all be glad none of us were in the mood
for a fight.
ANDECID: Yeah, about that… when you sent me into the tunnels,
why did you stay behind?
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VOSTRE: I… I wanted to talk to her. I wasn’t about to risk your
safety, but I was too curious to run away without trying first. I
wanted to see whether she would speak to me, whatever she was,
one shaman to another. But she roared that Sick Song at us before I
could call out to her. By the time I had recovered enough to try, she
was already gone. And now I don’t want to risk contacting her by
Far Song1 for fear of revealing her to others. I would hate it if she
were hunted down on my account. It’s already a miracle she’s
survived this long.

!
By morning, the storm had cleared and Andecid had fully
recovered, so he and Vostre headed west once more. Though the
weather was once again on their side, the going was still harder
than it had been before. Much of the terrain was still slippery with
mud, and one of their steeds had died of shock when rattled by the
ogre’s Sick Song. The other two steeds were badly shaken, but
Vostre managed to calm them and coax them back into their
assigned role. All of this slowed the travellers down considerably,
but they would still reach the villages of Upper Nenggibin sooner
than if they had taken the more conventional route. More
specifically, it took them five days before they arrived within sight
1

An arpeggiatic language sung loudly enough to carry great distances and at a pitch
high enough to be inaudible to laypersons. Messages are traditionally only sent in Far
Song when necessary, and then passed from shaman to shaman until the intended
recipient replies.
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of several huts on a high, narrow plateau halfway up a large
mountain. After going down one short slope, up a long one and
along a ridge, they could intermittently smell cooking as the wind
shifted, and even Andecid could hear the occasional smattering of
voices. A short walk later, they reached a stream that came down
from the mountain’s not-too-distant peak, on the banks of which
sat two young women who almost immediately noticed them,
stood up and stared.
The women looked very similar at first — silhouettes of
roughly the same age, height and build, with short, black hair and
similar dark brown outfits, each of them holding a steaming bowl
in one hand and a large spoon in the other — but the differences
shortly became first apparent and then blatant as they got closer.
One was typically Nenggibinian — strong and dark — but the
other was slighter, had much lighter, pinker skin, rounder facial
features, sky-blue eyes and no horns whatsoever. She wore local
garb, but she definitely wasn’t from the area. At first, she looked at
Vostre and Andecid in a kind of startled daze, but, as they drew
closer still, she seemed to relax. Once they were just over two
dozen feet away, she set her bowl down on a flat rock and walked
to meet them, the other young woman hanging back.
“Hello. We’ve come…” began Vostre.
“To meet the Ex,” interrupted the woman, excitedly, holding
out a welcoming hand. “I know. Here I am! Hi! My name’s Cate.”
She was nervous, that was obvious, and so were they, but there
was something else in her voice that Vostre had a harder time
placing, a ring of something that wasn’t quite relief: a mix of
uncertainty and anticipation that he simply did not know enough to
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understand yet. Had he been able to read her mind as she turned
and lead them to her hut, he would have found — amidst a teeming
maelstrom of emotions — a single phrase repeated like a
reassuring mantra:
Here goes.
Here goes.
Here goes.
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THANKS
FOR
READING!
IF YOU ENJOYED THAT FREE SAMPLE,

PLEASE PASS IT ON TO ANYONE ELSE
YOU THINK MIGHT ENJOY IT!

TO READ THE REST:

WISH ME LUCK IN MY QUEST
TO GET IT PUBLISHED,
AND KEEP AN EYE ON
WWW.NICOLASCARRIER.COM
FOR UPDATES!

ALL THE BEST!

—NICOLAS CARRIER
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